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We  build  and  empirically  test  a model  that  predicts  the  display  of  innovative  behavior  as  a  function
of  environmental  change,  with  recent  experience  and economic  status  acting  as  moderators.  We  start
with  the  model  developed  by  Slevin  (1971),  which  evolved  from  the so-called  innovation  boundary.  This
is the  threshold  beyond  which  the  display  of  innovative  behavior  becomes  attractive.  We  show  how
environmental  change  creates  uncertainty  about  the  position  of the  innovation  boundary;  however,  this
uncertainty  is  reduced  by recent  experiences.  Furthermore,  economic  status  serves  as  both  an  enhancer
and  an  inhibitor  of  innovation.  Our model  was  tested  and  largely  confirmed  in  two  experiments:  one
xperiment
nnovation
isk-taking
tatus
ecent experience
nvironmental change

conducted  in  a laboratory  setting  and  one  conducted  as  a discrete  choice  experiment.  Currently  experi-
ments are  rarely  conducted  in  the  field  of innovation  studies.  By  presenting  this  evidence  we  also  hope
to encourage  more  authors  to  conduct  experiments  in  their  work.

© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
iscrete choice experiment

. Introduction

During the last two decades much research has been dedicated
o explaining the innovative behavior of various types of agents,
uch as individuals (Midgley and Dowling, 1993; Rogers, 2003;
an Rijnsoever and Donders, 2009), organizations (Bolton, 1993;
amanpour and Gopalakrishnan, 1998; Meeus and Oerlemans,
000) and even animals (Laland and Reader, 1999; Reader and
aland, 2003).

Important drivers of innovative behavior on the organiza-
ional level that have been identified are environmental change
Damanpour and Gopalakrishnan, 1998; Hannan and Freeman,
989; Scott, 1995), past behavior (Greve, 1998, 2003), and firm
haracteristics such as slack resources (Cheng and Kesner, 1997;
yert and March, 1963; Hannan and Freeman, 1984), or compar-

sons with organizational reference groups (Massini et al., 2005;

cott, 1995). Similar drivers have been found at the individual level
Cancian, 1967; Rogers, 2003; Van Rijnsoever and Oppewal, 2012),
nd in animal behavior (Reader and Laland, 2003).
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048-7333/$ – see front matter ©  2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.respol.2012.02.005
Recently, Sørensen et al. (2010) rightly stated that the role that
has been given to experiments in innovation research is too small,
and that experiments can complement existing research methods.
For example, studies on the organizational level are often based
on the results of surveys. They are typically uncontrolled, have a
low internal validity and do not allow for making causal inferences
(Bryman, 2008). The complex interactions between innovating
organizations and their environments hardly allow for controlled
experimental conditions. Given the limitations in research design
on the organizational level, researchers are forced to resort to
the individual level for formal experimental empirical evidence.
Conducting controlled experiments and triangulating them with
other studies (Colquitt, 2008) can provide many contemporary
findings with an internally valid empirical foundation (Campbell
and Stanley, 1966).

An advocate for explaining innovative behavior in controlled
experimental conditions is Slevin (1971) who has empirically
shown that the current level of success and level of aspiration
yield a predictable discrimination between individuals who try new
strategies and those who stick to the existing strategies.

The performance of agents is closely linked to the pressures
and opportunities regulated by environmental variability (Boyd

and Richerson, 1985; Hannan and Freeman, 1989; Scott, 1995).
Pressures and opportunities motivate agents either to repeat a
current behavior or to switch to a novel behavior. However, the
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Zollo and Winter, 2002): environments are either characterized
as (1) stable or changing slowly in a predictable manner or (2) as
highly variable, changing rapidly in an unpredictable manner.
34 F.J. van Rijnsoever et al. / Re

odel proposed by Slevin does not take into account environ-
ental variability. Therefore, in this paper we attempt to expand

levin’s model (1971) to explain innovative behavior under con-
rolled experimental conditions by asking the following research
uestion: “To what extent does environmental change influence the
elationship between recent experience, economic status and innova-
ive behavior?”

In  order to develop a background for our model, we  review
he literature that attempts to explain the influence that environ-

ental change, recent experience and economic status can have
n the innovative behavior of individuals and organizations. These
heoretical factors, together with insights from the corresponding
trands of literature, are combined into a single theoretical model
rom which we derive our main hypothesis. Further, we  respond to
he call of Sørensen et al. (2010) by providing two  studies on inno-
ative behavior based on the experimental research method. We
resent the results of a controlled experimental behavioral study
nd a discrete choice experiment (DCE) that largely confirm our
heoretical reasoning. Subsequently, we provide a conclusion and
iscussion.

. Theoretical background

.1. Conceptualizing innovative behavior

Innovation has been conceptualized in many different manners
nd contexts (see Rosenkopf and McGrath, 2011), which has led
o a variety of definitions for what innovative behavior exactly is.
ommon elements identified are novelty and risk. In this study we

ocus specifically on the display of innovative behavior.
A first issue in defining innovative behavior is for whom the inno-

ation is new. Authors like Pavitt (1984) and Reader and Laland
2003) have chosen to see innovation as something that is new
o the entire population. Others, like Edquist (1997) and Tidd et al.
2001), choose to say nothing about the level of perceived newness.
ogers (2003),  who looks at the adoption and diffusion of innova-
ions, and also Slevin (1971),  define innovation as being new to
he individual agent. Since we expand upon his model, we follow
levin (1971) and view innovation as new to the individual agent.
e adopt his definition and define innovative behavior as a form of

ehavior that occurs when an individual (or agent) tries something
ew.

To grasp the concept better, we need to make a distinction
etween routines, skills and innovation. The term ‘skills’ is reserved
or the individual level, while the term ‘routines’ is applied on
he organizational level; a routine always involves multiple agents
Becker, 2004; Cohen and Bacdayan, 1994). A routine is a “regular
nd predictable behavioral pattern displayed” (Nelson and Winter,
982, p. 14), while a skill is “a capability for a smooth sequence
f coordinated behavior that is ordinarily effective relative to its
bjectives, given the context in which it normally occurs” (Nelson
nd Winter, 1982, p. 73). The development of both routines and
kills has different advantages. For example, they make our actions
ore reliable, increase efficiency and reduce uncertainty (Becker,

004). On the other hand, their context specificity decreases behav-
oral flexibility and therefore can be a serious obstacle to more
adical change (Becker, 2004; Broder and Schiffer, 2006). Skills and
outines are related to each other in such a manner that routines can
e viewed as the sum of interacting skills from different individu-
ls. Zollo and Winter (2002) call such regular activities operational
outines, while March (1991) sees these activities as exploitation.
Innovative behavior can be viewed as a novel action that forms
 departure from practicing operational routines or skills (Nelson
nd Winter, 1982). However, when innovative behavior is repeated
uccessfully a number of times, it can eventually evolve into an
 Policy 41 (2012) 833– 847

operational routine or a skill (Becker, 2004; Cohen and Bacdayan,
1994; Nelson and Winter, 1982) for organizations (Ackerman,
1988; Betsch et al., 2001; Broder and Schiffer, 2006) for individu-
als. Two stages can thus be recognized in the display of innovative
behavior. The first stage is the novel response, which is the first
time the behavior is displayed. The second stage is the continu-
ation of this behavior, which is the development of operational
routines or skills. In this stage, the agent still experiments with
alternative approaches and searches for optimal solutions, but new
knowledge is required in this process (Benner and Tushman, 2002).
Therefore the novel response stage can be seen as part of what
March (1991) calls exploration, while the routinization stage can
be seen as an exploitation activity. In this research, we focus only
on exploration of the novel response and the primary stages of rou-
tinization directly after that, but not on exploitation of operational
routines.

Since innovative behavior is perceived to be new, it implies a
higher amount of uncertainty. It is therefore, by definition, more
risky than continuing existing routines or skills (Becker, 2004;
Benner and Tushman, 2002; Greve, 1998; Rogers, 1995). This ele-
ment of risk-taking is a key feature of innovative behavior and
explains the likelihood of displaying the behavior (Bloom and
Milkovich, 1998; Giacquinta, 1975; Rosenkopf and McGrath, 2011).
The amount of risk is reduced when the behavior is repeated more
often since the agent can increasingly benefit from the advantages
of routinization.

2.2. Environmental change and innovative behavior

In the context of innovation an agent’s environment is often
conceptualized to consist of other agents on which the agents
depends (Pfeffer and Salancik, 2003), and institutions (e.g. the rules
of the game; North, 2005; Scott, 1995) that affect the agent. These
elements of the environment change over time. The evolutionary
argument to explain innovative behavior is that such environmental
change invokes an adaptive response (Boyd and Richerson, 1985;
Cheng and Kesner, 1997; Hannan and Freeman, 1989; Nelson and
Winter, 1982). The reason for this is that existing routines are
often unable to cope with new elements in the environment and
consequently performance may  deteriorate.3 Innovative behavior
is determined by the agent’s ability to respond to environmental
change. This ability can either take the form of ad hoc problem solv-
ing or a dynamic capability (Winter, 2003). Ad hoc problem solving
is neither routine, patterned nor repetitious. A dynamic capabil-
ity, on the other hand, is a “learned and stable pattern of collective
activity through which the organization generates and modifies its
operating routines in pursuit of improved effectiveness” (Zollo and
Winter, 2002, p. 340). A dynamic capability can thus be seen as a
learned ability to change operational routines, usually in response
to environmental change. Ad hoc problem solving usually suffices
when there is a one-time punctuated change, but in case of an envi-
ronment that demands continuous adaptation of routines, dynamic
capabilities are required.

Conceptually, environmental change is often depicted as having
two states (Ambrosini et al., 2009; Eisenhardt and Martin, 2000;
3 In pre-existing (stable) environments behavioral change does occur, simply
because some individuals invent novel solutions to an existing problem. Hence,
the  likelihood of being an innovator has partly to do with creativity. Further, it is
easier to experiment and develop new routines in a stable environment than in an
unstable environment (see Feldman, 2000).
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Environme ntal chan ge Innova�ve behavio ur: Yes/No

-Economic Sta tus
-Recent experience

behavioral alternative with the highest utility. Assuming that both
individuals and organizations are utility maximizing agents, we
formulate hypotheses that are applicable to both types of agents.
F.J. van Rijnsoever et al. / Re

Damanpour and Gopalakrishnan (1998) challenge this view and
ffer a more detailed framework by stating that environmental
hange has two dimensions that can influence innovation. The
rst is stability, which reflects the amount or frequency of change.
he second is predictability which reflects the expectedness of
hange.

Following insights from ecology (see Levins, 1968), Hannan and
reeman (1989) also discern two dimensions of environmental
hange. The magnitude of change (which they call “variability”)
nd the pattern of change (called “grain”), which is a combina-
ion of the frequency of change and the predictability of change.
hereby, the grain can be seen as reflecting the popular two-state
onceptualization of environmental change.

.3. Recent experience and innovative behavior

In studying the relationship between environmental change and
nnovation, a moderating role is played by performance feedback
ignals based on past experiences. The role of performance feed-
ack in explaining innovative behavior is relevant for two reasons:
1) it signals the extent to which agents are able to cope with their
nvironment and (2) it signals the future expectations of current
ehavior. Thereby, performance feedback can be an important cri-
erion when deciding to adjust the current behavioral repertoire.
he more recent the feedback on past behavior, the greater the
ignaling value for future behavior. On the other hand, using feed-
ack that is too old to guide future actions can lead to maladaptive
ehavior (Barnett and Hansen, 1996). As a result, following Cyert
nd March (1963) and Greve (1998),  we limit ourselves to the
ost recent feedback signals the agents have received. Further,

npredictable environmental change fosters increased outcome
ncertainty (Sutcliffe and Zaheer, 1998). Therefore, the feedback
ignals on past behavior lose predictive value regardless of how
ell someone is currently doing. This means that the value of sig-
als from past experience is always contingent on environmental
ariability.

There is a long established research tradition on performance
eedback learning for individuals (see Bandura, 1977; Betsch et al.,
998; Bower and Hilgard, 1981; Homans, 1974). On the orga-
izational level, Lant and Montgomery (1987) and Greve (1998)
eveloped general behavioral models to explain behavioral change,

ncluding innovation, which come very close to Slevin’s model.
ike Slevin, Greve derived his ideas from early behavioral theorists
e.g. Cyert and March, 1963; Levitt and March, 1988) consider-
ng adaptation – developing novel behavior – as the product of
xperience by making the probability of change conditional on
he subject’s history. Greve hypothesized that as current per-
ormance nears historical and social aspiration levels, there is a
radual decline in the likelihood of behavioral change. If current
erformance is above the aspiration levels, then the likelihood of
ehavioral change also diminishes. Following March (1988), Greve
sed an empirical criterion, aspiration level, on the basis of which

ndividuals decide whether or not their performances were satis-
actory. Greve confirmed his ideas when he tested them in several
mpirical studies on strategic changes, R&D intensity, discrimi-
ating innovator firms from non-innovator firms and innovation
ate.

.4. Economic status and innovative behavior
Another explanatory model for innovative behavior was  devel-
ped by a small group of researchers, with Cancian (1967, 1976,
979) as the frontrunner. This group employed economic status as
n explanatory variable. Cancian premised his model on the idea
Fig. 1. General research model on innovative behaviour.

that each individual strives for being high-status4 rather than low-
status, and consequently he modeled the effect of economic status
on innovation.

Cancian (1967) defined economic status as the ranking of an
individual relative to others in a hierarchy of resources. He pre-
dicted a curvilinear effect of economic status on innovation through
a complex, and later heavily criticized, line of reasoning (see
Gartrell, 1977; Morrison et al., 1976).

However, some of the proposed basic arguments were theoret-
ically sound. He noted that high-status agents are inhibited when
it comes to risking innovation, since they have the most resources
to lose and do want to put their position at stake. Conversely, low-
status agents are more likely to be innovative. On the other hand,
the wealth of high-status agents facilitates innovative behavior
since they can afford the risk, while the low-status agents cannot.

For agents that can be classified as middle-status, there are
enough resources to innovate, but resources are not abundant
enough to put their position at stake. However, they are doing
well enough to have no need for innovation. The Cancian model
has never been confirmed except for some anecdotal evidence
(Cancian, 1979), but his theoretical propositions have cast a seri-
ous doubt on the previously assumed positive relationship between
economic status and innovation (Rogers, 1995). Still, recent stud-
ies show that economic status plays an important role in explaining
innovative behavior for individuals (Van Rijnsoever and Donders,
2009; Van Rijnsoever and Oppewal, 2012), organizations (Massini
et al., 2005), and even animals (Reader and Laland, 2001).

We would like to make explicitly clear that economic status and
recent experience are linked to each other on a conceptual level.
Status can be seen as (partly) the accumulated resources resulting
from a series of past experiences. If performance is good, an agent
may  rise in status, if performance is poor, the agent’s status can go
down too.

3. Research model

In this section we build our theoretical argument and formulate
accompanying hypotheses to explain innovative behavior. Fig. 1
displays our research model.

3.1. Comparing individuals and organizations

In building our theoretical model, we hypothesize about what
effects our variables would have on the position of the innova-
tion boundary. Our theory is built from a universalistic perspective
(Kruglanski, 1975; Stevens, 2011), meaning that it should hold
regardless of the population of agents (individuals or organizations)
to which it is applied. We  therefore assume that agents choose the
4 Cancian considered individuals as homogeneous with respect to their aspira-
tions (everyone wants to be high-status, or at least, people would rather be rich than
poor, but he left this issue implicit, and was severely criticized for this assumption
(Rogers, 1995).
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Nevertheless, as cautioned by Greve (1998),  there are limita-
ions to comparing individuals with organizations. Organizations
re more complex entities than individuals, since they consist of
ultiple agents. This complexity inhibits organizations more than

ndividuals from adapting their behavioral repertoire (see Hannan
nd Freeman, 1984). First, organizations often have many sunk
nvestments (e.g. plant, equipment) that are not easily transferred
o a new behavioral regime. Second, the decision makers within an
rganization usually do not have the full overview of the relevant or
equired information on which to base decisions to change. Third,
rganizations can be seen as coalitions of stakeholders with differ-
nt interests (Cyert and March, 1963; March, 1994). If the interest
f one of these groups is threatened, the resulting political pro-
esses can greatly hinder the organization’s capability to change its
ehavior (Hannan and Freeman, 1984). The latter also implies that
rganizations with a simple but strong hierarchical structure have a
reater flexibility because the organizational decision makers have
ore power to enforce decisions (Hannan and Freeman, 1984).
It should be noted that individuals can also get locked into

ehavioral patterns, which leads to behavioral inertia. Betsch et al.
2004),  for example, demonstrated that the degree to which a skill
s routinized is negatively related to the ability to change behavior.
uch inertia on the individual level further hampers organizational
bilities to change routines.

Internal inertial forces become stronger as the size and com-
lexity of the organization increases. This means that the behavior
y organizations will differ increasingly from what is expected
rom a utility perspective as organizational complexity increases.
or the current research, this means that the hypotheses mainly
pply to individuals and relatively small and simple organizations
n which individual managers are able to instigate organizational
hange. Examples are small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)
nd start-up firms led by a single entrepreneur. For larger compa-
ies the theoretical effects will be less pronounced, but may  also
e found.

.2. Innovative behavior

Following Slevin (1971),  we regard innovative behavior as a
ichotomous variable: either the agent displays innovative behav-

or, or the agent does not display innovative behavior and remains
nert. Slevin reasons that agents display innovative behavior when
hey cross the so-called innovation boundary; that is, when rewards
xpected from innovation exceed total costs.

The basic model of Slevin assumes that agents have perfect
nformation to make such a decision. However, most decisions with
egard to innovation are made with imperfect information about
uture performance. This imperfect information adds uncertainty
o the position of the innovation boundary; agents are thus unable
o determine its exact position. The main source of this uncertainty
s changing environmental conditions.

.3. Environmental change

The display of any form of innovative behavior may incur differ-
nt types of risks depending on changes in the environment (Lant,
992; Suarez and Lanzolla, 2007). An explicit assumption is that
nvironmental change is exogenous from the agent, in our studies
e measure the influence of environmental change on behavior,

ut not how this behavior influences the environment. We  recog-
ize this fact, but we do not model it here. Further, though we  also
ecognize the complexity of environmental dynamics, we limit our-

elves in the current study to the effects of variability (the frequency
f change) on the likelihood of displaying innovative behavior, for
he sake of parsimony. The magnitude of the change is kept con-
tant, so we can only infer that the magnitude is larger in one
 Policy 41 (2012) 833– 847

environment compared with the other but we cannot quantify this.
Further, predictability of environmental variability can be assessed
by agents on the basis of past environmental variations but is not
modeled as a separate dimension.

Based on the aforementioned criteria, we discern two types
of environmental conditions: stable and variable. A stable envi-
ronment knows one moment of novelty for the agent, which is
the starting point in time (t0). This starting point is the time
when an agent enters the environment. A stable environment
remains unchanged from the beginning. A one-time successful
novel response is all that is required from an agent to adapt to the
situation. This novel response can originate from ad hoc problem
solving. It can be further refined and developed into a routine or
personal skill.

Though there is little need for an agent to display innova-
tive behavior, a stable environment does provide opportunities
to experiment with new solutions and further improve existing
routines (Feldman, 2000). However, in an environment that is (the-
oretically) absolutely stable, an optimal routine will be reached at
a certain moment after which no further improvement is possible.
In reality, even a stable environment has ongoing environmental
change, so there will always be some change in routines (Feldman,
2000).

When viewed from a risk taking perspective, it can be said that
in such a theoretically stable environment with well-established
behavioral patterns and routines, innovation is riskier than contin-
uing those patterns. As soon as the environment starts to change,
the chances of success of any innovative behavior increase dra-
matically. A one-time punctuated change provides opportunities
for innovation. Agents that respond quickly can gain a first mover
advantage (see Lieberman and Montgomery, 1988) but they also
run the risk of their response not matching the new environmental
conditions.

The theoretical opposite to a stable environment is a fast and
randomly changing environment. In a completely randomly chang-
ing environment, there is no discernible pattern from which a
prediction on future environmental changes can be made. This type
of environment requires constant innovative responses, and does
not allow for the development of operational routines (Broder and
Schiffer, 2006). In environments where the rate of change forces
agents to systematically adapt their operational routines on a reg-
ular basis, ad hoc problem solving no longer suffices and dynamic
capabilities are required (Zollo and Winter, 2002). These dynamic
capabilities are only effective if the rate of adaptation is faster than
the rate of environmental change.

In a fast and randomly changing environment, the risk of change
becomes equal to the risk of remaining inert because there is no
time for the new behavior to develop into an effective skill. As such,
the chances of successful innovative behavior are never greater
than the chances of success by remaining inert because a match
between behavior and environment is purely random. In reality,
the rate of environmental change will be somewhere in between
the theoretical conditions of perfect stability and perfect variability.

The rate of environmental variability decides the location of the
innovation boundary and the certainty of this location. In a stable
environment, the agent knows, based on past information, where
this boundary is, whereas in a changing environment, one does not
know what the rewards of current behavior will be. The larger the
degree of environmental change, the more uncertain is the position
of the innovation boundary.

3.4. Moderator 1 – recent experience
Based on their recent experience, agents learn to repeat and
incrementally improve successful behavior (Bandura, 1977; Raelin,
1997), while unsuccessful behavior is more likely eventually to be
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xtinguished (Gavetti and Levinthal, 2000; Hutchins, 1991; Van
e Ven and Polley, 1992). If a recent behavior was  unsuccessful,

 switch to another behavioral mode is expected (Homans, 1974;
ave and March, 1993; Sitkin and Pablo, 1992). When a recently
aken action is rewarded, it is more likely that the agent will
erform that action again. This effect has been found for organiza-
ions (Kaplan and Henderson, 2005; Van de Ven and Polley, 1992).
or individuals, this outcome is called the “success hypothesis”
Homans, 1974).

ypothesis 1. In a stable environment, the more positive recent
xperience is, the more likely the repetition of innovative behavior
ill be.

In an increasingly variable environment, the rewards for rou-
ine behavior become more random and it is uncertain whether
here is a match between the routine and environmental demands.

e offer two alternate explanations as to why there is still a rela-
ionship between recent experience and innovative behavior. First,
n variable conditions, recent experience gives less guidance as to
uture behavior, which should make the relationship formulated
n Hypothesis 1 disappear (Houston and McNamara, 1981). How-
ver, since there is no apparent alternative, recent experience may
e the most logical guide to future behavior. Agents that receive
ositive feedback from recent behavior incur a sense of certainty
hat the strategy worked, while this certainty does not exist for
ther behavioral alternatives. Further, the agent has already gained
ome experience with the behavior, which is the first step to rou-
inization. Switching to an unknown alternate behavior involves
dditional switching costs (Klemperer, 1987), which decrease the
hances of behavioral change.

Second, instead of developing innovative behavior into an oper-
tional routine, agents develop a dynamic capability that enables
hem to adapt their operational routines to better cope with envi-
onmental change (Zollo and Winter, 2002). In this case, the recent
xperience signals how well routine adaptation functions. Again,
ecent experience has signaling value for future outcomes unless
he frequency of environmental change becomes larger than the
bility of the agent to adapt its operational routines.

In the case of the first explanation (no apparent alternative),
ecent experience has less signaling value than in a stable con-
ition, implying that the relationship between recent experience
nd the repetition of innovative behavior is weaker in a variable
ondition than in a stable condition. In the case of the second expla-
ation (dynamic capabilities), this need not be the case. Recent
xperience has signaling value for the ability to change operational
outines. There is no apparent reason to expect a difference with
he effect of recent experience in the stable condition. We  formulate
he strength of the relationship as a separate part of the following
ypothesis:

ypothesis 2a. In a variable environment, the more positive
ecent experience is, the more likely the repetition of innovative
ehavior will be.

ypothesis 2b. This relationship is less strong in a variable than
n a stable environment.

.5. Moderator 2 – economic status

Economic status is the position of an individual relative to
ther people in the hierarchy of resources owned in a population
Cancian, 1967). Often such resources need to be invested for the
gent to display innovative behavior. Resources are thus an enabler

f innovation for both organizations (Barney, 1991), and individuals
Rogers, 2003).

Economic status was predicted to have different influences on
he display of innovative behavior. If we look at the problem in
 Policy 41 (2012) 833– 847 837

terms of risk, we  can argue that the low-status agents cannot afford
not to innovate (or they will become extinct) and the high-status
can afford to innovate and are perhaps obliged to do so as a means
of preserving their positions. Those of middle-status have no incen-
tive to innovate (Cancian, 1967).

A related argument comes from Homans (1974),  who  states that
low-status individuals strive to become middle-status. Conforming
to existing norms, rules and practices does not result in a rise in
status. Since they have little to lose, there is little need for them
to conform to existing norms, rules and practices. The only way to
rise in status is to be deviant and display innovative behavior. The
middle-status would like to become high-status. However, since
they do not wish to put their position at stake by investing in inno-
vation, they need to conform to existing norms, rules and practices;
therefore they imitate the behavior of the high-status. High-status
individuals have the freedom to decide what the existing rules,
norms and practices should be and the means to experiment with
alternate approaches. They might even be required to so in order
to remain ahead of the middle-status.

For organizations a similar argument has been developed by
Massini et al. (2005),  who rank organizations according to the
routines they have adopted. They argue that firms imitate a ref-
erence group but that these reference groups differ for firms that
are ranked above the average and those that are ranked as average
or below. The former see other high-ranked firms as peers, while
the rest view the average organization as their reference group.
Firms below the population average want to move to the popu-
lation average and thus need to become innovative. Firms that are
average have already fulfilled this aspiration, so there is no need for
them to innovate. Firms that are ranked above the average want to
distinguish themselves even more from the average and keep up
with the other high-ranked firms that they view as their reference
group.

These arguments stress the lack of incentive to innovate for
the middle-status. We  hypothesize a U-shape between economic
status and innovative behavior in a stable environment; the
middle-status is less innovative while the high-status and the low-
status are more innovative.

Hypothesis 3. In a stable environment, high-status and low-status
agents are more likely to display innovative behavior than middle-
status agents.

In a variable environment, all groups have equal knowledge
about the future, and therefore the risks of innovation are equally
divided. High-status individuals, however, have the advantage of
more resources to spend than do low- and middle-status individu-
als. They may  either keep the resources in buffer to enable them
to remain inert until uncertain times have passed, or use their
resources to reduce the risk of innovative behavior. On an individ-
ual level it is unclear which alternative will prevail. The outcome
likely depends on personal characteristics.

On the organizational level, Cyert and March (1963) also argue
that resources can act as a buffer against environmental change
but can also facilitate adaptive behavior. Cheng and Kesner (1997)
found that this difference can be explained by the orientation of
organization. Internal-oriented firms are more likely to remain
inert, while external-oriented firms are more likely to innovate.
For now we  formulate two  rival hypotheses.

Hypothesis 4a. In a variable environment, there is a positive rela-

tionship between economic status and innovation.

Hypothesis 4b. In a variable environment, there is a negative
relationship between economic status and innovation.
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.6. Covariate – global innovativeness

The discussion above implies that differences between agents
ight explain and partly influence the display of innovative behav-

or. Since our model is tested empirically on the individual level, we
imit ourselves to personal characteristics.

The most relevant is global innovativeness (Kirton, 1976).5 This
eneral personality trait relates to how innovative people are in the
rocess of problem-solving. According to Kirton (1994),  people try
ither to improve on existing solutions (adaption) or to find new
olutions (innovation). Adaptive individuals are claimed to be more
recise, more reliable, to think within the existing frameworks, and
o prefer working with well-established procedures. Innovators, on
he other hand are less focused on details and less reliable. They
ropose more radical perspectives and are more inclined to chal-

enge established rules and authority (Kirton, 1976, 1994). Finally,
nnovators accept more risk than adaptors (Kirton, 1994). This trait
irectly relates to the most important characteristics of innovative
ehavior; risk and novelty.

Research has shown that global innovativeness is related to
he early adoption of consumer products (Im et al., 2003; Van
ijnsoever and Donders, 2009; Vishwanath, 2005), the function of
anagers in organizations (Foxall et al., 1992), research collabora-

ion of scientists (Van Rijnsoever and Hessels, 2011; Van Rijnsoever
t al., 2008), and the innovative intentions of entrepreneurs
Marcati et al., 2008). Therefore it is included as a covariate.

In the stable condition, individuals can estimate the position
f the innovation boundary based on their recent experience. This
llows them to calculate which choice is most advantageous with
elative precision. We  therefore expect little influence of global
nnovativeness on the display of innovative behavior. But we do
xpect that in the variable condition, where the position of the
nnovation boundary is unknown, personal attributes influence the
ecision to display innovative behavior. Therefore, it is likely that
lobal innovativeness is positively related to innovative behavior
n a variable condition.

ypothesis 5. There is a positive relationship between global
nnovativeness in the variable condition, but not in the stable con-
ition.

. Empirical studies

We  tested the hypotheses from our theoretical framework in
wo studies. The first study is a controlled laboratory experiment.
he second study is a discrete choice experiment (DCE) to measure
tated preferences for innovation.

.1. A note on sampling

In both studies, the participants are students. According to
tevens (2011),  there are two factors that determine whether the
se of student samples is appropriate.

The first is the scope of the theory. A theory can be formulated in
 universalistic manner or in a particularistic manner (Kruglanski,
975). Stevens (2011) argues that a universalistic theory applies

o all populations and therefore a student sample is not inherently
etter or worse than any other sample. Particularistic theories, on
he other hand, are context-specific demand samples that repre-
ent the population characteristics of the specific context. Since we

5 The term global refers to the fact that this is a general personality trait, and
hat it is different from other types of innovativeness found in the literature, such

 domain-specific innovativeness, product-specific innovativeness or actualized
nnovativeness (Van Rijnsoever and Donders, 2009).
 Policy 41 (2012) 833– 847

formulated our theory from the perspective of utility maximizing
agents, and our hypotheses are consistent with both individual and
organizational level arguments, our theory can be viewed as uni-
versalistic. This is the point of departure for study 1. However, since
we are interested in applying the theory to innovation decisions in
a business setting, we  apply it to such a specific context in study
2 using a discrete choice experiment (DCE). A DCE allows us to
transfer the universalistic research context from study 1 to a more
realistic setting.

The second factor is the primary purpose of the study. Accord-
ing to Stevens (2011),  the purpose can be to demonstrate internal
validity or to optimize external validity (often one is scarified to
the other). Laboratory experiments such as study 1 often have a
high internal validity and a low external validity, due to the styl-
ized setting and homogeneity of the sample (Campbell and Stanley,
1966). The primary purpose of this paper is to develop a model that
is internally valid, since this quality is often lacking in innovation
research. Internal validity is best optimized using a homogenous
sample. Given the universalistic nature of our theory the choice
of sample could be argued as irrelevant (Stevens, 2011). However,
given the differences between individuals and organizations, we do
proceed with caution (see the discussion above) by arguing that the
effects found mostly apply to less complex organizations. Further-
more, many of the students selected for these studies are familiar
with the concept of innovation. This is especially true for study 2,
which is context specific. This increases the transferability of our
results to a real life situation.

4.2. Study 1

The purpose of this study was to test whether our theoretical
model receives empirical support in a behavioral laboratory exper-
iment.

4.2.1. Sample and data collection
The subjects for the experiment were students from different

departments of Utrecht University and the Utrecht University of
Professional Education. The total number of participants was 57,
ranging in age from 18 to 27 years (mean age: 21.42 years). The
group consisted of 35 males and 22 females. Many participants fol-
lowed either a bachelor or a master program related to innovation
management (43.9%) and were thus familiar with the topic of inno-
vation. However, there were no noticeable differences in outcomes
between these students and those that followed other programs.
The subjects were divided into eight experimental groups of 5–9
members. To enhance motivation, all were promised a reward rel-
ative to their performance in the experiments, the average being
D8 for a participation time of 75 min. Subjects were told that they
are taking part in a game and had the opportunity to earn money at
the end if they collected a certain number of points. The goal of the
game was  stated clearly: the participants should attempt to collect
as many points as possible. Each group was  placed in an experi-
mental setting consisting of two rooms (room A and room B). The
two rooms were connected, but it was  not possible to see into room
A when sitting in room B (see Fig. 2).

In room A, there was a blackboard displaying the names of
the players and the points they collected after each round. There
were chairs for the players to sit on; a short questionnaire and an
envelope were kept on each chair. The questionnaire contained a
number of questions designed to measure personal characteristics.
Players were requested to fill-in the questionnaire first.

Inside the envelope there was  a badge carrying a number, which

the observers used to identify each player. Players were informed
of the number of points allocated to each at the start via a note in
the envelope. The number of starting points was  not the same for
all players: the points were randomly distributed between 400 and
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Fig. 2. A model of t

80, with steps of 40 points. These points served as the indicator of
heir resources (i.e. their economic status). If a player had a negative
umber of points at the end of a round, he or she was  obliged to
uit the game. The number of starting points for each player was
ritten on the blackboard for all players to see.

Additionally, a board was kept in the room with the goals, rules
nd instructions of the game written on it.

In room B, there was a large square table with eight chairs. In
he middle of the table four observers were present. At each seat,

 game of Memory® with 20 cards was set up. The games were
eparated by screens. There was also a large board near the entrance
ith the rules of the game. A researcher was present to announce

he rounds and to calculate the points.

.2.2. Procedure
The game had nine rounds. At each round the subjects could

hoose to:

Pay 40 points and remain in room A;
Pay 70 points and pass through to room B, where the player found
a memory game to solve, consisting of 10 pairs. If the player suc-
ceeded in solving it, he or she could receive up to 240 points.
Players did not know in advance what was in room B.

The memory game is played by flipping two  cards at the same
ime. If a player finds a pair, the cards are left open; if a player
oes not find a pair, the cards are flipped back. The game concludes
hen all ten pairs are found. To simulate environmental change,

our of the experimental groups received a new combination of
ards to solve in each round (this was the variable condition) but
ithin each round all players received the same task. The other

roups received the same game over the first eight rounds and only
eceived a novel task in the ninth.

For each second the fastest player was faster in solving the game
han the second best, he or she received 5 points, up to a maxi-

um of 240 points. The following players who solved the game
lso earned 5 points per second, until the cumulative total of points
arned over all the players was 240. This means that if all subjects
ecided to go to room B, the average loss would have been 40 points,
hich is equal to staying in room A. Hence, the rational chance

f displaying innovative behavior is equal to 50%. The difference
etween innovation and non-innovation is that the uncertainty
ttached to innovation is larger.

The equal expected benefits between innovation and non-
nnovation are assumed to have no influence on our hypotheses
est, since the hypotheses are formulated independently of the
hances of success of innovation. The expected benefits of inno-

ation do influence the overall likelihood of displaying innovative
ehavior, but this is not stated in our hypotheses. The expected ben-
fits of innovation were kept constant throughout the experiment
n both conditions.
erimental setting.

Observers reported the time that the subjects took to solve the
task. All observers received training to observe in the same man-
ner. If a player did not follow the rules of the game, he or she was
cautioned by the observer. A penalty was  issued if a player broke
the rules and gained a significant advantage by doing so. This hap-
pened twice during the course of our experiments. Both were minor
corrections, and did not influence our results. Each round lasted
two minutes, after which all players returned to room A, where the
changes in scores were written on the blackboard. In the meantime,
the observers laid out a new game of memory in room B for the
next round. In the stable condition, the puzzle in the final round
differed from the previous puzzles to check whether skill devel-
opment actually took place. After all nine rounds, the game was
concluded and all players were paid their rewards.

4.2.3. Measurement
The variables measured and their indicators are provided in

Table 1. Innovative behavior was  operationalized by whether the
individual took the risk of going into room B, where 70 points of
resources were risked and where the greatest gains were to be
made. In the literature, many measures of innovation have been
used. For individuals this is often measured as the relative time
of adoption of a new product (see Rogers, 2003; Van Rijnsoever
and Donders, 2009; Van Rijnsoever and Oppewal, 2012). For orga-
nizations various measures are used (see Rosenkopf and McGrath,
2011), among which are; patenting activities (Benner and Tushman,
2002; Sørensen and Stuart, 2000), having developed new product
or process innovations (Laursen and Salter, 2006), changing strate-
gies (Greve, 1998), or adopting new routines (Massini et al., 2005).
We acknowledge that innovation is a broader, more multidimen-
sional and context specific concept than measured here. However,
this stylized representation of innovative behavior does contain
the two  most important elements of innovation; risk-taking and
novelty (Benner and Tushman, 2002).

According to Rosenkopf and McGrath (2011),  novelty can be
characterized by the mechanism through which it is achieved, for
example, purchasing a new product or investing in R&D. Further,
novelty takes place in a specific context, which provides a reference
point for assessing novelty such as the improvement of a product
compared with a previous product generation.

In the current experiment, the mechanism is going to room B and
the context is the departure from the familiarity of room A to the
unknown and novel situation of room B. This novelty decreased as
trials progressed, which corresponds to the difference between the
novel response and routinization. Finally, the risk-taking element is
simulated by the unknown returns of the investment. Even though

this measure of innovation is stylized and the context is simplified,
it does cover the aforementioned fundamental elements of innova-
tion. Since novelty decreases as the trials progress, we acknowledge
that the emphasis of the measure is more on risk-taking than on
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Table 1
The indicators for the variables in the model.

Definition Indicator

Dependent variable
Decision to innovate or not To enter room B: No = 0, Yes = 1 (nominal scale)

Independent variables
Environmental change Whether the task varies at each round or not (variable = 1, stable = 2) (nominal scale)
Recent experience The change in points in the previous round (from −70 to +170 points) (ratio scale)
Economic status during the experiment Points a subject had at the beginning of a round. During the experiment, the extremes were
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the first eight rounds, F(1,55) = 18.462, p < 0.01; the final round was
excluded because the task varied in the stable condition.

The difference in average time to solve the task between rounds
2–4 and rounds 6–8 was  significant both in the stable condition,
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Innovation during the previous round Whether room
Round  The round nu

ovelty; especially in later trials. We  do believe that it is a valid
roxy for innovative behavior in the current setting.

Using the questionnaire, global innovativeness was  measured
sing a translated adapted version of the 32-item scale by Kirton
1976). The Chronbachs Alpha was 0.81, which is a very satisfactory
evel of internal reliability.

.2.4. Analysis
To assess the extent to which individuals indeed learned to rou-

inize their behavior, we  plotted the average amount of seconds
ubjects took to complete the task each round in both experimental
onditions. The differences in the time it took to complete the puz-
le in each trial were calculated using repeated measures ANOVA.
urthermore, we  used a paired sample t-test to calculate whether
he time to solve the game declined between rounds 2–4 and
ounds 6–8. At the individual level, we calculated the finish time
nd ranked each individual relative to their experimental group.
e then related the cumulative rankings of rounds 2–4 and rounds

–8 using a Spearman correlation. This enabled us to determine
hether the subjects solved the puzzle at consistent speeds and

f others were lagging behind. The results of the final rounds were
ompared using ANOVA over the different experimental conditions
nd experimental groups.

To test our hypotheses, a mixed-logit model was fitted using
he R program (R Development Core Team, 2010) and the lme4
ackage (Bates and Sarkar, 2006). The models contain a random

ntercept, dependent on the individual subjects, to account for
nobserved individual differences. We  added the interaction terms
f recent experience and economic status to environmental change
o establish whether there were significant differences between the
xperimental conditions; if there were any differences, an analysis
as performed separately for each condition. Recent experience
as added to the model as independent variable measured by the
ifference in points in the previous round (at t − 1); the addition
f this variable led to round 1 being excluded from the model,
ecause there were no results prior to round 1. An advantage of
xcluding round 1 is that effects that result from growing accus-
omed to the game are largely excluded from the analysis. Next
o a linear term, the squared value of economic status (divided by
000 for ease of interpretation) was added to test the U-shaped
elationship. As an additional control variable, we added whether
r not a subject had displayed innovative behavior at t − 1. This
llowed us to discriminate between the results of innovators and
on-innovators. Additionally, global innovativeness was added to
he model as a linear predictor. Prior analyses revealed that other
otential covariates such as gender, age, or education program, did
ot influence the results and were unrelated to innovative behav-

or. To save degrees of freedom, these covariates were not included

n the model. One case was dropped from the model because it

as classified as an outlier with regard to global innovativeness.
his case was 3.04 standard deviations (SD) below the mean; the
ext lowest case was only 1.56 SD below the mean. Finally, the last
 (ratio scale).
as entered in the previous round: No = 0, Yes = 1 (nominal scale)
(ordered nominal scale)

round was excluded from the analysis because a different task was
administered and to control for ‘endgame’ behavior.

4.2.5. Results and discussion
Table 2 shows the percentages of innovators and solvers over

all of the rounds in both of the conditions. The first thing to note
is that the actual number of innovators was above the calculated
innovation threshold in both conditions. It appears as though the
respondents were biased toward innovation. In the first eight tri-
als, the subjects in the stable condition went to room B more often
than the subjects in the variable condition. Subjects preferred to
innovate in a stable condition rather than in an uncertain vari-
able condition. It seems as though people prefer to learn a solution
once and optimize it further rather than having to make continu-
ous changes in order to be successful, which is in line with Feldman
(2000).

Though more people went to room B in the stable condition, it
is surprising to note that there is no difference in the percentage
of solvers between both conditions for individuals who  went to
room B. This finding suggests that environmental variability did not
hamper performance. The subjects were quite good at estimating
their chances of success in both conditions. It also indicates that all
puzzles were solvable by a good number of people.

As shown in Fig. 3, there were significant differences between
the two conditions in terms of time taken to solve the task over
Experimental Round

Fig. 3. The average time to solve a task over different experimental rounds for both
conditions.
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t(27) = 6.654, p < 0.01, and in the variable condition, t(28) = 4.384,
p < 0.01, but this effect is less strong. This is an indication that skills
developed better in the stable condition than in the variable con-
dition.

There was  also a significant correlation at the 5% level in rank-
ings between rounds 2–4 and rounds 6–8 in both conditions
(condition variable: � = 0.448, p = 0.015; condition stable: � = 0.423,
p = 0.025). This finding confirms that the same individuals were
first to solve the puzzle, giving more evidence of the development
of skills over time. There was no difference in the time taken to
solve the puzzle during the final round between both conditions,
F(1,55) = 0.50, p = 0.823.

As expected the performance of subjects in the last round of
the stable condition declined dramatically. However, the decline in
performance in the variable condition during the last round was
unexpected because there was not a significant deviation from
the pattern of puzzles established in the previous rounds. A pos-
sible explanation to this might be that subjects were ‘endgaming’ –
becoming more cautious of their performance during the last round
and not daring to risk their precious resources.

Overall, the subjects acquired distinct skills in the two different
conditions. In the stable condition, the subjects mastered a puzzle
that was repeated in each round, whereas in the variable condi-
tion, the subjects learned techniques for solving a random puzzle
rather than memorizing one specific puzzle. The former resembles
a specific operational skill, while the latter resembles a dynamic
capability (Zollo and Winter, 2002).

Table 3 displays the results of the mixed-logit models that pre-
dict innovative behavior.

Model 1 shows that there is no difference in the likelihood of
displaying innovative behavior between the two environmental
conditions. The moderating effect of economic status on the rela-
tionship between environmental variability and the likelihood of
displaying innovative behavior is confirmed.

Hypothesis 1 made a prediction about the effect of recent expe-
rience on innovation in the stable condition. This effect is indeed
significant in model 2. Hypothesis 2a made the same prediction
for recent experience in a variable condition and is also supported
in model 3. Model 1 reveals that a difference with regard to the
effects of economic status is visible between the two  conditions,
but not for recent experience. This causes us to reject Hypothesis
2b.  With regard to the effect of recent experience, there is no dif-
ference between the two  conditions. This supports the notion that
people in the variable condition developed dynamic capabilities.
Further, this finding shows that recent experience is a guide for
future behavior in both a variable and a stable condition.

Hypothesis 3 predicted that high-status and low-status indi-
viduals are more likely to display innovative behavior than
middle-status individuals in a stable environment. Model 2 shows
that this U-shaped effect is supported with the turning point of the
curve at 314 points, a realistic value. This follows the propositions
of Cancian (1979), Homans (1974) and Massini et al. (2005).

The rival Hypotheses 4a and 4b predicted a relationship between
economic status and innovation in the variable condition, but nei-
ther is strongly confirmed in model 3. There is a slight positive
relationship, significant at the 10% level, which indicates some sup-
port for Hypothesis 4a.

Finally, there is a positive relationship between global innova-
tiveness and innovative behavior in the variable condition, but not
in the stable condition. This supports Hypothesis 5.

4.3. Study 2
For our second study, a discrete choice experiment (DCE)
was conducted (Batsell and Louviere, 1991; Hensher et al., 2005;
Louviere and Woodworth, 1983). DCEs are a common technique
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Table 3
The results of the random-effect logistic regression models.

Variable Model 1 – innovation total Model 2 – stable Model 3 – variable

Intercept −4.277 2.087 −3.66*

Variance random intercept 0.495 1.087 0.249
Recent  experience 0.025*** 0.030** 0.024***

Previous innovation 0.378 1.074* 0.551
Economic status 0.006 −0.020** 0.003*

Economic status2 −0.004 0.032**

Global innovativeness 0.047** 0.029 0.043**

Environmental change (variable = 1, stable = 2) 5.85

Round −0.386 −0.665 −0.287
Round  2 −0.853** −1.208* −0.678
Round  3 0.406 −0.565 1.987**

Round 4 0.221 0.411 0.061
Round  5 −0.503 −0.632 −0.396
Round  6 0.288 0.838 −0.085

Recent  experience × environmental change −0.001
Innovation in previous round × environmental change 0.082
Economic status × environmental change −0.024**

Economic status2 × environmental change 0.033**

Number of observations 392 196 196
N 56  28 28
Log  likelihood −171.6 −71.06 −97.00

Model 1 displays the estimators for all subjects; model 2 displays the estimators for stable condition only; model 3 displays the estimators of variable condition. Model 1
contains four interaction effects between the condition and the confounding effects to see whether there are differences between both. The experimental round variable was
fitted  as an ordered fixed factor.

* p < 0.1.
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change), results from the previous investment (representing recent
experience) and their firm capital (representing economic status).
** p < 0.05.
*** p < 0.01.

o measure stated preferences and are widely used in the fields
f transportation, marketing and various branches of economics
e.g. health, agricultural and environmental economics), but not
n innovation studies. DCEs rely on random utility theory (Batsell
nd Louviere, 1991; Louviere et al., 2010; Manski, 1977), and have
een shown to be accurate forecasters of revealed choice. They
ssume that each agent attaches a certain amount of utility Ui
o each behavioral alternative i (in this case innovation or non-
nnovation). This utility consists of an observed part Vi, and an
nobserved part εi. The value of Vi can be inferred from the set of

 attributes that are associated with alternative i. Each attribute is
eighted by a parameter coefficient ˇij. In the current study, envi-

onmental change, recent experience and economic status are the
ttributes.

In a DCE respondents receive a questionnaire containing a series
f choice tasks. Each task contains a number of alternatives from
hich the respondent can choose a preferred option. Based on the

evels of attributes that are associated with each alternative, the
espondent can state for each task which alternative he or she
refers. Usually, there are multiple versions of the questionnaire.
referably, over the choice tasks and versions, the attribute levels
ary systematically in such a manner that the overall DCE contains

 full-factorial design.
A big advantage of using DCE is that the choice tasks can be

ramed to represent real decisions. This increases external validity
nd helps to compensate for the shortcomings of study 1. A second
dvantage is that the level of the independent variables is given by
he experimental design, which greatly reduces the risk of common

ethod bias (Podsakoff et al., 2003). A downside is that DCEs usu-
lly measure stated preferences instead of actual behavior. Since
ctual behavior was already measured in study 1, the aim of study 2
as to replicate the results from study 1 in a more realistic context,
utside the stylized setting of the laboratory, thereby enhancing the
alidity of our results. As such, study 2 complements study 1. How-
ver, it ought to be noted that we did not measure behavior in a
eal life context.
4.3.1. Sample and data collection
Respondents were students in bachelor and master courses

related to innovation. The courses were: Introduction to Tech-
nology and Innovation (bachelor level 1), Innovation Systems
(bachelor level 2), Managing Innovation Projects (bachelor level 3)
and Technology Related Venturing (master level 1). Consequently,
all were familiar with the concepts of innovation on different levels.

A total of 142 questionnaires were distributed during course lec-
tures over a period of two  weeks.6 To incentivize respondents to
complete the questionnaire, it was  announced that they could win
a gift certificate of D20. The questionnaire was completed by 104
individual respondents, giving a response rate of 73%. The respon-
dents’ ages ranged from 18 to 27 years (mean age 20.88 years).
There were 19 females and 85 males who responded; this is repre-
sentative for the population of students that follow these programs.
The vast majority followed a bachelor or master program related to
innovation management, but there was no difference in outcomes
between these and respondents who studied in other programs.

4.3.2. Procedure
After a short introduction, each questionnaire started with an

opening vignette in which the respondent was asked to image
being an entrepreneur in a high-tech sector who  could choose
to invest in innovation or not. The generic term high-tech sector
was used to prevent any respondents being influenced by the per-
ceived familiarity of a specific technology or industry. Respondents
were informed that they could choose to invest or not invest in
innovation and that they could base their choice on the levels of
three attributes: market conditions (representing environmental
The exact vignette is given in Fig. 4.

6 This was part of a broader round of data collection.
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Imagine that you  are the owner of a sma ll high -tech  en terprise.  The market  in  which  you 

are ac tive is  highl y stab le; there is  little chan ge over the years, which  makes the mar ket  

very predictable*. 

  

The annual  costs for  your  enterprise are usuall y €400,000. 

This  year you have opportunit y to invest in  a new innovative product.  When  you  decide 

to invest, t he costs for this  year will be  €800,000 (this includes annual costs) . Bec ause 

you do not know what  your c ompetitors will do, it is  diffic ult to  predict  what  the chances  

of success a re  for thi s in vestment.  

 

There are two facto rs that  can guide  you in  making  a decision to invest or not. 

•  The results  from a comparable  invest ment  in  innovation  you  made a  year ago. 

This is  expressed  as  a positive or negative result.  A negative  result  (loss)  means 

that you did not earn back  your inves tment.  A re sult la rger than  €0  means  that  

you r retu rns are la rger than  the inve stme nt (profit). Afte r a yea r it  becomes clea r 

what  the re sults  of  the inves tment are.   
Market research has shown that the results of  inves tments  in  innovation  for 

comparable en terprises  vary fr om a loss  of €800,000 (no returns, on ly costs) to a 

profit of €1,700,000.  On average the r esults  of  the in vestmen t are a loss of  

€400,000 (this  is  equal to  non-invest ment  in  innovation) 

•  Your fi rm capital.  All  your  expenses are financed fro m this.  If  your  fi rm capital 

is n egative a t the end of t he  year,  your co mpan y goes bankrupt.   
Market research has shown that firm capital  of  compa rable  enterpri ses varies 

between  €800,000 an d €3,600,000. The  ave rage  firm ca pital is €1,600,000.  

NOTE: You would like that  your enterprise survives on the longer te rm. The c oming 

years  the  annual  costs  and  the  costs  for  innovation  will  remain  approx imatel y the  sa me.  

The values of the two factors are  pre sented  in the  question.   

 

To summ arize: If  you do inve st in  innovation , the  ex pen ses are €800,000. If  you  don’ t 

invest in  innovati on, the  expenses  are  €400,000.     
 

Fig. 4. Opening vignette. *The description of the market varied by environmental condition.

Suppose that you are in the earlier described scenario. Woul d you  invest  in 

innovation or not? Take into  account the  factors  and  market  conditions.  Market 

conditions  are  as  follows:   

 

“The market in which you are active is very stable;  there  is  little change over the 
years, which makes the  market  ve ry predictable .”  
 
Below are values  of the facto rs.  Tick which deci sion  you would  make ba sed on 

this info rmation.   

 

Factors 

Results  from  previous 
investment +€1,200,000.-  

Firm capital +€2,400,000.- 

 

  Do invest i n innovatio n Don’t invest in innovation 

Expenses  €800,000.-  €400,000.- 

Tick your preferred 

option 
 O O

 

You can read the  factors as follows: 

•  The result  fr om the  previ ous innovation  inves tment  was a profit  of  €1,200,000. 

You thus   have  a po sitive   experience  with  innovation.  Co mpa red  to  other 

entrepreneurs the  profit  of  €1,200,000  is  relatively  high;  the   maximum wa s 

€1,700,000,  and  the  average was €400,000. 

•  Your fi rm capital  is €2,400,000. This is above  average  and enough  to  finance 

innovation. In  ca se of  the   maxi mal loss  of  €800,000  your  enterprise  can 

contin ue to  exist for the  coming  yea rs.    

 

Based on  these  factor s  you can  tick   which  option   you  pr efer.  You   may on ly tick  one 

option.   

 

You  can  co nside r the scena rio ’s to  be inde pendent  fro m each  other, the re is no sequence!  
 

Fig. 5. Sample question with explanation.
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and innovation in the stable condition.
In the variable condition, the effect of economic status appears

to be much less consistent. A chi-square test revealed that this
44 F.J. van Rijnsoever et al. / Re

The vignette was framed in such a manner that, congruently
ith study 1, the expected results from investing in innovation
ere equal to the expected results of remaining inert. The only
ifference was the uncertainty in the outcome. After the vignette,
he questionnaire contained a sample choice task with attribute
evels specified. It was explained how the respondent should read
he choice task (see Fig. 5). From the vignette and the choice task
t can be seen that the choice dilemma is similar to the experi-

ent of study 1, but that the context has changed to entrepreneurial
ecision making.

The DCE originally used an 8 × 8 × 2 full factorial design. In total
his yielded 128 tasks. These were systematically distributed over
ight different versions of the questionnaire, with each question-
aire version containing sixteen tasks for the respondents to fill-in.

Categories for recent experience ranged from −D800,000 to
1,600,000 with D400,000 increments. Furthermore, a special cat-
gory was added for no previous investment in innovation and at
D400,000.

Economic status had categories ranging from D800,000 to
3,600,000 with D400,000 increments. However, during data col-

ection, a pre-analysis revealed that respondents did not show any
nnovative behavior as a result of lack of resources, since no invest-

ent leads to sure bankruptcy. Therefore in the last round of data
ollection the questionnaire was expanded with two  extra choice
asks in each version. These tasks contained a “near death” category
f economic status. Firm capital was down to D600,000. Respon-
ents could get a loan from a venture capitalist of D200,000 to

nvest in innovation. At the end of the year, the company had to
ay back the loan plus D50,000 interest. In the case of a firm with
apital worth less than D250,000 at the end of the year, the enter-
rise would go bankrupt; meaning it had to pay off as much debt
s possible and then cease to exist. Because of the D50,000 inter-
st, the expected results of innovation in this scenario are actually
ower than in the other scenarios. To keep the full factorial intact,
ll levels of recent experience were equally distributed over these
ew choice tasks.

Environmental change had two levels; a stable environment was
escribed as:

“The market in which you are active is very stable; there is little
change over the years, which makes the market very predictable.”

A variable environment was described as:

“The market in which you are active is very dynamic; there is con-
tinuous change and much uncertainty. It is therefore impossible to
predict what will happen in the future.”

In each questionnaire the level of environmental change was
ept constant but the levels of recent experience and economic sta-
us varied systematically. Because of the full factorial design there
as no correlation between the independent variables.

Additionally, the questionnaire measured global innovativeness
sing the same adapted translated scale as in study 1. The Chron-
ach’s Alpha was 0.79, which is satisfactory.

.3.3. Analysis
To test our hypotheses, a mixed-logit model was fitted using

he R-program (R Development Core Team, 2010) and the lme4
ackage (Bates and Sarkar, 2006). The attributes and global inno-
ativeness were used as predictors. Analogous to study 1, different
odels were specified. The first model contained interaction terms

f recent experience and economic status with environmental

hange. The next three models analyzed each condition separately.
n a pre-analysis, recent experience and economic status were mod-
led as nominal variables. These results indicated that the effects
f recent experience approximate a linear relationship. To save
 Policy 41 (2012) 833– 847

degrees of freedom and to ease interpretation, it was therefore
modeled as a linear continuous variable. Having invested in inno-
vation on a previous occasion was  included as dummy  variable.
Economic status remained a nominal variable because the rela-
tionship with the dependent variable was  non-linear. This model
specification does not influence our results but eases presentation
and interpretation. Further, the effects of gender, age and course
participation were tested but did not yield any significant results.
To save degrees of freedom and prevent confounding effects, they
were excluded from the model.

4.3.4. Results and discussion
Table 4 displays the results of the mixed-logit models that pre-

dict stated investments in innovation.
Model 1 reveals that respondents confronted with a variable

environment are less likely to innovate than those in a stable
environment. This effect is relatively small but significant at the
10% level. In this stated choice experiment, respondents prefer the
opportunity and certainty provided by the stable environment to
invest in innovation over the pressure to innovate in the variable
condition. Further, there are moderating effects of environmental
condition by recent experience and global innovativeness, both sig-
nificant at the 10% level; no such effect exists for economic status.

Model 2 shows that in the stable condition, there is a positive
effect of recent experience on innovation, which is in line with
Hypothesis 1. Model 3 shows that in the variable condition, the
same effect exists (supporting Hypothesis 2). However, the neg-
ative interaction effect (at the 10%) with condition in model 1
signifies that it is somewhat smaller than in the stable condition,
which is in line with Hypothesis 2b.  Since this study was  only an
exercise on paper, we cannot say anything about the type of rou-
tines that were developed.

An interesting observation is the negative effect of previous
innovation. Respondents who  have had no signal from recent
experience (because there was no investment) are more likely to
innovate than those who suffered the same loss of D400,000 on the
previous occasion after they did invest. This finding is consistent
with prospect theory, which states that people are more risk seek-
ing in situations that involve sure losses (Kahneman and Tversky,
1979). It is difficult to draw any conclusion from this observation,
since the previous innovation option is nested in the −D400,000
category of recent experience. No inferences can be made beyond
this category.

Economic status is significant both in model 2 and 3, with no
difference between the two conditions. It can be seen that lower
categories of economic status have a significantly lower estima-
tor than the extra “near death” category. This result implies that in
case of near death of their enterprise, respondents are more likely to
invest in innovation; necessity can thus be the mother of invention.
The size of the estimators is monotonically increasing over the cat-
egories of economic status ranging from D800,000 to D3,200,000.
In both conditions, the likelihood of innovation appears to be lower
for the D3,600,000 category than for the D3,200,000 category. No
statistical difference between these estimators was observed in the
stable condition (p = 0.26), but the estimators were different in the
variable condition (p < 0.01).7 This means that Hypothesis 3 is sup-
ported; there is a U-shaped relationship between economic status
7 The difference was tested by estimating separate models for both conditions
with equality constraints imposed upon the estimators of the two  categories. Next,
model likelihoods were compared with the original model using a chi-square test
with  df = 1.
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Table 4
The results of the random-effect logistic regression models.

Variable Model 1 – innovation total Model 2 – stable Model 3 – variable

Intercept 2.618* 2.633* −1.559
Variance  random intercept 0.913 0.985 0.847
Recent experience 1.544*** 1.555*** 1.153***

Previous innovation −1.694*** −1.703*** −0.874***

Economic status: D600,000 + loan, “near death” (reference category) 0 0 0
Economic status: D800,000 −2.096*** −2.116** −1.413**

Economic status: D1,200,000 −1.056* −1.069* −0.496
Economic status: D1,600,000 −0.302 −0.310 −0.253
Economic status: D2,000,000 0.624 0.623 0.547
Economic status: D2,400,000 1.725** 1.732** 2.090***

Economic status: D2,800,000 2.047*** 2.053*** 1.428**

Economic status: D3,200,000 3.001*** 3.012*** 3.922***

Economic status: D3,600,000 2.191*** 2.197*** 1.609**

Global innovativeness −0.006 −0.005 0.029**

Environmental change (stable = 1, variable = 2) −4.187*

Recent experience × environmental change −0.385*

Innovation in previous round × environmental change 0.815*

Economic status: D800,000 × environmental change 0.676
Economic status: D1,200,000 × environmental change 0.557
Economic status: D1,600,000 × environmental change 0.046
Economic status: D2,000,000 × environmental change −0.069
Economic status: D2,400,000 × environmental change 0.381
Economic status: D2,800,000 × environmental change −0.614
Economic status: D3,200,000 × environmental change 0.941
Economic status: D3,600,000 × environmental change −0.576
Global innovativeness × environmental change 0.034*

Number of observations 1698 818 880
N  104 50 54
Log  likelihood −680.00 −310.6 −369.10

Model 1 displays the estimators for all subjects; model 2 displays the estimators for stable condition only; model 3 displays the estimators of variable condition. Model 1
contains four interaction effects between the condition and the confounding effects to see whether there are differences between both.
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p < 0.1.
** p < 0.05.

*** p < 0.01.

elationship is better described by a cubic relationship than a lin-
ar (p < 0.01) or quadratic one (p < 0.01). The results thus indicate
hat in a variable condition low-status respondents that are “near
eath” are more likely to innovate, than those that are not near
ankruptcy. In general, high-status individuals are more innovative
han low-status individuals but those with the highest status are
ess likely to innovate than the next highest category. A possible
xplanation could be that respondents felt sufficiently protected
rom bankruptcy that there was no need to risk valuable resources
see Cancian, 1967). Another possible explanation is that respon-
ents were already on top of the status hierarchy and therefore felt
o need to take any further risks that could endanger their posi-
ion. On the other hand, those in the second highest category could
ave used the highest category as a reference group (Massini et al.,
005), and aspired to rise further in the hierarchy of resources to
he top category. For our hypotheses, the result resembles 4a best,
ut the relationship is more complicated than anticipated.

Finally, consistent with Hypothesis 5, global innovativeness is
ositively related to innovation in the variable condition, but not

n the stable condition.

. Conclusions and discussion

.1. Conclusions

This paper studied the following research question: “To what
xtent does environmental change influence the relationship between

ecent experience, economic status and innovative behavior?”  We  pre-
ented the results of two empirical studies: one in the form of

 behavioral experiment in the controlled setting of a laboratory
nd the other in the form of a discrete choice experiment (DCE) to
measure stated behavior in a more realistic context. The main pur-
pose of our empirical studies was  to obtain internal validation of
our theoretical model. However, it should be noted that we  did
not measure innovative behavior in a real world context, our find-
ings are thus indicative of what is expected to happen. The results
of these experimental studies need to be triangulated with results
from other studies (Colquitt, 2008).

Our theory implied that there is a difference in the origins of
innovative behavior. In the behavioral study 1, we  were better able
to distinguish between ad hoc problem solving and the develop-
ment of dynamic capabilities than in study 2 which measured only
stated choices. Study 2, on the other hand, took place in a more
realistic context. The two  studies complement each other by com-
pensating for each other’s weaknesses. Despite the differences in
approach, the results of both studies are remarkably consistent.

Although recent experience is not always a correct guideline;
it turned out to be a guide for future behavior in both conditions,
though this relationship was moderated by environmental change
in study 2. This finding confirms the signaling value of recent expe-
rience: respondents seem to look at how well they have been doing,
given environmental conditions.

The U-shaped relationship between economic status and inno-
vative behavior was  supported in both studies, though in study 2
this was  caused by the inclusion of a “near death” category (that was
actually less attractive for innovation than the other categories).

No relationship was found for economic status in the variable
condition of study 1, while this relationship resembled a cubic rela-

tionship in study 2. Theoretically, we  were also unable to predict
what this relationship would look like. Both studies seem to point
to the positive relationship predicted by Hypothesis 4a but, given
the contradicting results from both studies and the lack of sound
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heoretical underpinning, we cannot draw any conclusions about
his relationship.

Finally, the results were consistent regarding the effects from
lobal innovativeness. When the position of the innovation bound-
ry is more uncertain, global innovativeness is positively related to
nnovative behavior.

.2. Discussion and future research

Our model is an extension of existing models that predict
nnovative behavior (mainly Slevin, 1971). We  added the role of
nvironmental change in interaction with economic status and
ecent experience to the model and tested this in a controlled
xperimental setting. There are some points of discussion and
venues for further research.

First, both studies employed students (familiar with innova-
ion) as subjects. Though our theory is written from a universal
erspective, the question remains to what extent the results
an be generalized to the context of entrepreneurs and orga-
izations. Given the background of the respondents and the
ontext-specificity of study 2, we argue that the findings could be
ransferable to the entrepreneurship context. However, we stated
arlier that the transferability of our results to the organizational
evel depends on the complexity of the organization to which the
esult is to be transferred. We  agree with Stevens (2011) that
ampling should be irrelevant for universal theories, but we  also
elieve that for each theory this should be tested extensively.
uture research should apply DCEs to entrepreneurs, organizations
r individuals at various positions in organizations to gain further
onfirmation of the model. In the research on organizations, case
omplexity should be modeled as a separate factor or as covariate.

Second, the measure of innovative behavior in study 1 was
o explore an unknown situation. Whether or not this is a valid

easure for innovative behavior is debatable. In our theory, it
as already been stated that there are many forms of innovative
ehavior (see discussion above). The dominant characteristic of
ll these types of innovative behavior is risk taking and novelty
Benner and Tushman, 2002). This was also the main difference
etween innovating and not innovating in our study. Further, in
tudy 2, the measure of innovative behavior was transferred to an
xplicit business context. Both studies gave similar results that are
n accordance with theory. Therefore, we believe that our measure
as captured innovative behavior sufficiently in our research con-
ext, though there is a strong emphasis on risk-taking. However,
or generalization to a real-life context, it is important to tailor the

easure to the specific situation. Clearly this level of detail was  not
mployed in our studies. Future research needs to take this into
ccount when validating our results in a real world context.

Third, in study 2, we added a “near death” category, which
ncluded a loan. We  know that the decision to invest in innova-
ion was objectively less attractive than remaining inert for this
ategory. However, we do not know what the effect of loans is on
he model. The principle of loans might have affected the likelihood
f innovation. Without the “near death” category, the relationship
etween status and innovation in the stable condition of study 2
ould have been a linear one. The current results match our the-

ry, but the effect of loans is something that future research should
ook into.

Fourth, as a baseline, we have chosen to set the cost-benefit
atio to be the same for innovation and non-innovation. We  also
id not include the magnitude of environmental change in the cur-

ent studies as a separate dimension. These parameters could also
e varied in future research, for example, by explicitly including
he costs of innovation or quantifying environmental change. DCEs
rovide an especially feasible opportunity to do so.
 Policy 41 (2012) 833– 847

Finally, we have presented two  experimental examples that
gave consistent results, providing internal validity to contempo-
rary theory (Colquitt, 2008). We  thereby responded to the call by
Sørensen et al. (2010),  to apply the experimental method in inno-
vation research. We  hope that others will do so too. It should be
noted, however, that these methods complement other research
methods, such as qualitative case studies or surveys. Where exper-
iments score highest on internal validity, they can be perceived as
artificial, ignoring context, and being difficult to generalize. Qual-
itative case studies are particularly well suited to grasp context,
while surveys are useful for generalization (Bryman, 2008). In order
to fully understand innovation it is necessary to use all three types
of research methods.
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